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Abstract 
Ma, Y., The first syzygies of determinantal ideals, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 85 
(1993) 73-103. 
A different proof of the fact that the first syzygy module of minors of certain size defined by a 
generic matrix over a commutative ring with identity is generated by linear relations of certain 
type is given. The proof utilizes the Grobner basis theory and the division algorithm over the 
polynomial ring h[_X] that the author developed in a separate paper. 
1. Introduction 
Let S be a polynomial ring A[x,, , . . . , xi,, . . . , x,,], where the x,,‘s form a set 
of indeterminates over the commutative ring A with 1. Let T denote the m X y1 
matrix (x,,), xn. In addition, let ZP denote the ideal of S generated by all p-minors 
of T. Eagon and Hochster [6] proved that S/Z,, has a free resolution over S of 
length (m - p + l)(n -p + 1). In the case where p = 1, p = min(m, n), or p = 
min(m, n) - 1, the Koszul complex, the Eagon-Northcott complex [5,7] and the 
Akin-Buchsbaum-Weyman complex [l] respectively give us such a free resolu- 
tion. In [9], Lascoux explicitly constructed a minimal free resolution of Z, for any 
m, n and p, when A contains the field of rational numbers. 
Sharpe conjectured that all relations on p-minors of T are generated by certain 
relations of degree 1, and he proved this for p = 2 [13, 141 (this will be 
abbreviated to Sharpe’s conjecture for convenience). By the Koszul complex, the 
Eagon-Northcott complex and the Akin-Buchsbaum-Weyman complex, we see 
that this conjecture is true in the case when p = 1, p = min(m, n), and p = 
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min(m, n) - 1. Moreover, if A contains rational numbers, Lascoux complexes [12] 
guarantee this conjecture. 
Very recently, Kurano proved this conjecture in general by utilizing the 
characteristic free representation theory of GL, see [2] and [S]. 
In this paper, we will give an alternative approach to solving the conjecture by 
applying the standard basis theory discussed in Section 2. 
In Section 2, a brief review of a division algorithm and the theory of standard 
basis studied in [lo] is provided. 
In Section 3, some determinantal relations will be studied which are used as 
part of the first syzygies of determinantal ideals of a certain kind. 
In Section 4, we will show that all p-minors defined on T form a standard basis 
for I,. 
In Section 5, we will prove the conjecture when A = Z, the integer ring. 
In Section 6, we prove the conjecture in the general case. A minimal generating 
set for the first syzygies and the second Betti number of Z,, are given. 
The rest of this section will recall some basic facts about determinants. 
Let M = (&W be a matrix, and A = det(M). Then A can be expanded 
according to any fixed k rows (or columns), i.e., if i,, , i, are the fixed rows 
(columns), and i,= , , . . , i,, the rest of row (column) indices, then 
A= c sgn(i,, . , i,,) sgn( j,, . , j,,)A:I;,. ..,‘;kA’k+l, .J~I 
I-_,,<. .‘r,i’,, 
/k+,.-- .i,, ’ 
IS,&, ,-c....:,,,“‘, 
(1.1) 
where sgn(u, , . . , u,~) is the sign of the permutation (u,, . . , CL,,) of (1, . . . , n), 
and SF::::;:$ is the subminor of A determined by the rows a,, . . . , a, and the 
columns p,, . . . , p,. This is sometimes called the Laplace Expansion of the 
determinant. For more detail about determinants, one refers to [ll]. 
Using this notation, two types of determinantal relations can be defined as 
follows: 
Type I. Let M be a square matrix of size p + m. Fix any m rows and any m 
columns, and expand det(M) in the form of (1.1) by letting k = m, II = p + m, 
along the fixed m rows and the m columns, respectively. The type I relations will 
consist of the differences of the above row expansion and the column expansion 
of det(M). 
Type II. Let M be a matrix of size p x ( p + m) (or (p + m) X p), m > 0. 
Choose any m rows (columns) and form a square matrix of size p + m so that the 
last m rows (columns) are the selected rows (columns) of M. Then the type II 
relations are formed from the expansion of the new p + m square matrix along 
the last m rows (columns). 
In later sections, linear relations will mean the above-defined determinantal 
relations, both type I and type II, when m = 1. 
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2. A division algorithm over Z[X] and standard bases 
The results of this section are contained in [lo] in more general setting and 
therefore all the proofs will be omitted. For detail, one refers [lo]. 
Let A=Z[x,,..., xn]. A multiplicative order > on the monomials of A is 
assumed. One example of a multiplicative order is the lexicographical order. Let 
g,, . , g, be a set of elements of A, and use G to denote this set. Let f E A. 
Assume that each g, is manic under the given order, i.e., the leading term of g, 
has 1 as its coefficient. Now, order G according to the leading terms of gi under 
the order and make this order inheritable by the subsets of G. 
Let in(f) be the leading term, exp(f) the leading monomial, and l.c.(f) the 
leading coefficient, off under the order. 
Using the above notations, in(G) will denote the set of all leading terms of 
elements of G. If A4 is an ideal, then in(M) will denote the ideal generated by all 
the leading terms of elements of M. 
Now, if exp( f) is not a multiple of any exp( g,), set f, = f - in(f); if exp( f) is a 
multiple of exp( g,) for some g;, then let g, be such a g, so that exp( g,) has the 
highest order in the subset of G that exp( f) is a multiple of exp( g,) for every gj 
belonging to this set. Now, let f, = f- l.c.( f)g,. In either case, f, has lower order. 
So, an induction argument on the orders of element of A assures the following: 
Proposition 2.1. Let the set G and f be as given. Then the above algorithm 
uniquely determines A,, . . . , A, and h in A so that f = c’:=, h,g, = h and that every 
monomial in h is not a multiple of leading monomial of any element of G. 0 
In the following context, h will be denoted by fRG 
Let M be the ideal generated by the set G. 
Definition 2.2. G is said to be a standard basis for M if in(G) generates in(M). 
Let f,gEA. Let [l.c.(f),l.c.(g)] be the LCM of l.c.(f) and l.c.(g); 
]cxp(f), exp(g)l the LCM of exp(f> and exp(g). Write [l.c.(f), l.c.(g)] = 
+l.c.( f) = a,l.c.( g) and [exp( f), exp( g)] = uf exp( f) = ug exp( g). Define 
pair(f, g) = apff - ap,g . 
The following result is important. 
Proposition 2.3. Let G and M be as assumed. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) G is a standard basis for M; 
(2) fRG = 0 for every f E M; 
(3) pair( g,, gj)RG = 0 for every pair (i, j). 0 
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Now, consider 
Proposition 2.4. Choose a set of pairs T = {(i, j)} so that {s;, ) (i, j) E T} gener- 
ates the syzygy module of I@. If pair(i, j)RG = 0 for all (i, j) E T, then 
{syz(L j) I(4 j) E Tl g enerates ker(a) and G forms a standard basis for M. I7 
On the other hand, for given pair (i, j ), if we find a subsequence i,, . , i, so 
that i, = i, i, = j, and 
l.c.m.(exp(g,,), . . . , exP(gi,)) I bpk), dg,)l y 
then if pair(i,, i,, ,)RG = 0 for t = 1, . , k - 1, then pair(i, j)RG = 0. So, the 
following result studied by Buchberger [3,4] holds in this case. 
where ff : w;-gz. If pair(i, j)RG = 0, then syz(i, j) = aiuiwi - ajujwj - 
cr=, h,wi, where A,, . . . , A, are determined by the division algorithm when G 
divides pair(i, j). 
Let A? be the ideal generated by in(G). Consider the map 
where ej H in( g,). Define s,, = a,u,e, - a,u,e,. Then it is easy to show that the sjj 
generate the kernel of the map. We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. (3) in Proposition 2.3 is equivalent to the following argument: 
There exists {i,, . , ik} C (1, . . , s} so that i, = i, i, = j and the previous 
stated conditions are satisfied. 0 
3. Conventions and several determinantal relations 
In this section, some notation will be introduced and some relations on 
determinants will be proved, which will be used in later proofs. 
Let T be the matrix (x,,). Let Ylf, denote the set of ordered subsets of the set 
{ 1, . . . , m} consisting of p elements. The elements of YC: will be denoted by 
lower-case Greek letters. For u E Ytiz, its elements will be denoted by 
{a,, . . . > CT!,},>, and they are assumed to be in increasing order. For u,O E YLL, let 
A,,, be the minor defined on T with rows indexed by v and columns indexed 
by 0. For any u E YcL, let sgn(cT) be the sign of the permutation 
(v, , . . . , CT,>, vi+, , . . . , a,:,), where v;+, , . , a; are the elements of the com- 
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plement of CT in increasing order, and this will be denoted by (T’. If a, (or a:) is 
deleted from I+ (or (T’), u(z) will be used to denote the corresponding set of Y”L1: 
(or, of XL_,, accordingly). If a, = t (or V; = t) is to be emphasized, a(z, t) will 
be used instead of a(a). If g’, . , 0 E 7t~l, let sgn(a, . . , 0) = sgn(cT) . . . sgn(0). 
If m = n, denote the cominor of A,,,H by d”,,O; this is the determinant with rows 
indexed by the complement of (T and the columns by the complement of 0. If 
p = 1, let 2, be the cominor of xi,. When p = 1, the notations i, j, etc. will be used 
rather than Greek letters. 
The following claim will be often used in this section. 
Sign Lemma. Let (T E X2, then sgn(a, a, a,) = sgn(u(a)) . 
Proof. Set b = a,. Assume a > p. Since there are exactly a - b numbers in cr 
which are greater than b, so ((T, a’) will contribute a - b sign changes when it is 
reduced to the right-hand side of the desired equality. The a < p case can be done 
similarly. q 
In the remainder of this section, several relations of the type 
where Y and 9 are given subsets of XL X YCR,, so index certain sets of minors of 
the matrix T, will be proved. If N is a submatrix of T, given by a certain subset 7 
of the rows of T and a certain subset n of the columns of T, then Y”(N) will 
denote the set of all (a, 0) E 35: x X:l, with u & 7 and f3 C n. In other words, 
Y”(N) indexes those p-minors which are contained in the matrix N. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T be an m x m matrix. 
(1) Write T as the block form [ 2 i 1, where A is a k x k submatrix. Then 
C sgn(i, j)x,,&, = C sgn(i, j)x,L, . 
(r.l)E.V’(B) (r,])t.Y ‘(C) 
(2) Write T as the block form 
A B C 
[ 1 DE F, GHU 
where A is a (k - 1) x k submatrix, B is a (k - 1) x (I - k) submatrix, and D is a 
(1 - k) x k submatrix. Then 
c s&i, i)xJ, = C sgn(i, i>x,4, 
(i.j)E:?'([ :I) (i.j)rY’([D F]) 
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Proof. (1) First extend the set Y’(C) to the set of all (i, j) with j > k; in the 
above notation, this is just Y’([C 01). Summing over all of .i”‘([C D]), we get 
the sum of the cofactor expansions along each of the last m - k rows of T, 
and this gives (m - k) det(T). Similarly, summing over Y’([ i]) also gives 
(m - k) det(T). N ow, the right-hand side of the equality, in which the sum is over 
Y’(C), differs from the sum over Y’([C D]) by the sum over Y’(D), and 
similarly, the left-hand side differs from the sum over Y’([ i]) by the sum over 
Y’(D). Hence, the two sides of the equation are indeed the same. 
(2) A similar argument will prove this. 0 
The first result will be extended to higher-order minors. 
Proposition 3.2. Let T be as in Lemma 3.1. Let T have the block form as in (1) of 
Lemma 3.1. Let p be a positive integer. Then 
(rr,H)t.‘/J’(B) (rr.H)E.‘/f’((‘) 
Proof. Since the case p = 1 is Lemma 3.1, we may assume that p > 1. 
As in the case of Lemma 3.1, we expand the sets Y”(C) and 9”‘(B) respective- 
ly to .i”“([C 01) and Y”([ 1”,]). In this case, the sum over Y”([C 01) is the sum of 
the Laplace expansions of the matrix along all choices of p of the last m - k rows 
so is equal to I$-“, the binomial coefficient, times the determinant of T. 
Similarly, the sum over Y”([ 141) is also equal to cymh times the determinant of T. 
However, in this case, since p > 1, the difference between ;ip” and Y”([C 01) 
contains more than simply Y”(D), as it contains all those minors with some 
columns in C and some in D. Let t be an integer strictly between 1 and p. We will 
show that the sum of elements indexed by Y”([C D]) with exactly t columns in D 
is equal to the sum of those elements indexed by Y”([ I:]) with exactly t rows 
in D. 
Denote by c, the sum of sgn(cT, H)Arr,H&r,H, where the sum is taken over all 
(a, 0) with exactly t of V, greater than k and all 0, greater than k. For each such 
(a, O), take the Laplace expansion of A,r,H along the last t columns, expressing 
each term as a sum of terms of the form 
where A ~ y is a t x t minor contained in D, ir,” is its cofactor in the expansion of 
the determinant Ar.# and n”(, H is the cofactor of A,, H in the matrix T. Now, fix $, 
and consider the sum over all terms that have the fixed A, “. The choices of A,,, 
are exactly those in C not containing the rows in p, the coiumns are any in C. If 
the rows and the columns of A@ v , are removed, these are the (p - t) x (p - t) 
minors of the remaining part of C. The cominor in the reduced matrix is exactly 
the same cominor in T. Hence, if T’ is used to denote T with the rows indexed by 
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p and the columns indexed by v removed, and the corresponding primed 
notations for the blocks of T, this is the form in the right-hand side of the 
equation defined on T’ for all p - t minors in C’. 
Proceeding the same way, the corresponding sum for the upper right corner of 
the same reduced matrix can be obtained. It therefore remains to check that the 
signs are the same. 
In fact, using primed Greek letters to denote the complement of a given set and 
letting 6’ be the corresponding element of p’ in XL_‘,, explicitly, b’ = 
I”&,+,> . . 3 CT,+}. Using the sign lemma, we then have (in the left-hand side) 
sgn(j4 u)=sgn t+ i Us,, b’ 
i ,=I 1 
Similarly, 
sgn(u, 0) = sgn t + i e,, V’ , t 1 ,=I 
where the bar notations have the same meaning. Using these and the correspond- 
ing block decomposition of T’ in prime notation, the sum over all terms which 
have the given All,+ in the right-hand side takes the form 
w i (g, + %,> i c sgn( p’, fi’)A,.,i.a”,.i. ,=I (~‘.J~‘)Ei/i”(C’) 
Symmetrically, the left-hand side takes the same form with respect to the given 
A w,u. For the fixed block, the signs attached to All,” coincide. So, the induction 
will work out as pointed out earlier. Now, the left-over in the two sides of the 
original equation is exactly what is to be shown. 0 
In the next version of this proposition, a matrix T with a given submatrix Q and 
sums similar to those of Proposition 3.2 but where each minor contains Q will be 
considered. More precisely, let T have the block decomposition (T may not be 
square) 
[ 4 -4 p 4 E,Q 4 W 1 , (3.1) 
where P is a submatrix of size r X s, Q of size b X c with r + b = s + c, and 
m + b = n + c, where the size of T is assumed to be m x n. 
To reduce the notational complexity, the following notation is needed. Let N 
be a submatrix of T so that Q is a submatrix of it. Let S;(N) be the subset of 
7”: x YCf consisting of those (a, 0) for which u contains the row indices of Q, and 
8 contains the column indices of Q. 
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Write 
For (CT, 0) E Y;(N), 4r.R is defined as usual. However, since T may not be 
square, it does not make sense to talk about the co-minor of A(,,@. In this case, the 
notation d”,.s will be understood to be the minor defined by the complement rows 
of the row indices of A,,,H which are not in that of Q, and the row indices of Q, 
and the complement columns of the column indices of A,., which are not in that 
of Q, and the column indices of Q. This will still be called the ‘co-minor’ of A,,, 
for convenience. 
After these preparations, the following result can be proven. 
Proposition 3.3. Let T be an m X n matrix having a block form as shown in (3.1); 
then 
Proof. This reduces to the previous proposition after applying it to the augmented 
matrix 
P 4 Es 4 
_ E, Q 4, Q 
T = E, E, W E, I 1 E, Q E, Q 
a will be used to denote a minor of det(T). 
Let 
NOW, apply Proposition 3.2 to T to obtain 
C s&a, e)&,&,, = C sgn(a, e)&.,&., . (3.3) 
(Cr.0 )E.‘/J’(lv’) (u,CJ)E’iJ’(M’) 
In the left-hand side of (3.3), if (T does not contain all the row indices of Q or 0 
does not contain all the column indices of Q, then the co-minor of dC,,s contains 
more than two same rows (or columns), hence vanishes. So, the left-hand side 
reduces to the terms in which (T and 0 contain all row and column indices of Q, 
respectively. By moving Q from the lower right corner to the upper right corner 
in dVH, and adjusting the co-minor accordingly, the left-hand side reduces to the 
desired form with a sign F = (-l)(m+/‘+r)(~+r)+p(‘+~). 
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Symmetrically, the right-hand side of (3.3) is reduced to the desired form with 
the same sign adjustment. This completes the proof. 0 
It is easy to see that Proposition 3.2 is the special case of the above proposition 
when Q is a null matrix, i.e., b = c = 0, s = r, and m = n. 
Example. Consider the matrix 
Xl1 Xl2 Xl3 x14 XlS 
x21 x22 X23 ‘24 x25 
X31 x32 X33 x34 X35 
x41 ‘42 x43 X44 X4s 
X51 Xs2 x53 X54 X55 
- X61 xh2 ‘h3 X64 X65 
Take Q i:z = [xX2 xX3]. Then 
4. A standard basis for Z, 
In this section, a standard basis for Z, will be investigated. Let A = 
Z[x I,, . . . ,x,, ] be a polynomial ring over integers. Let the order on the 
indeterminates be as follows: 
x,, > Xl2 >. . * > x,, for 1 < i < m, and x,~ > x,, for i < 1. 
Based on this order, each monomial of A may be associated with an mn-tuple 
of non-negative integers so that the lexicographical order may be assumed on the 
monomials of A. This order setting will go throughout the section. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be as given above, T = (xjj)mxn the matrix of indeterminates. 
Let 9(T, p) be the set of all p-minors defined on T. Then ,?F( T, p) forms a 
standard basis for I,, under the given order. 
If u,O E YCL, then x,,, will denote the monomial of degree p with the 
indeterminates indexed by (T and 0. This notation will be used in the following 
generalized version. Let (T = {a,, . . . , CT,,} and 8 = (0,) . . . , 0,)) with elements 
not necessarily in increasing order, then 
x,,:=x 
CT, 3, “‘X,,, I’ I’ 
Now, let (a, fi),(K, ?-) E rc: X ?cc. Let e = I(u, 8) II (K, 7)/, where 
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and (K, T) is similarly defined. Then e is the number of common pairs in the two 
ordered sets of pairs. Define a = p - e. Denote by (6, 6) the complement set of 
the above intersection in (a, 19); ( K”, ?) is similarly defined. It is clear that 
I(&, I?)[ = a = I(;, F)). 
Now, let A,,, be a p-minor defined on T, where (a, S) E XLr X Xi. Under the 
given order, it is clear that 
exp(Au.,y ) = in(A,.,) = ~,,,a 
so that if ACT,,?, A,,, are two p-minors of T, then 
PaW,. ly 3 A,.,> = x;.;A <r,it- , x,;,TA,,, . (4.1) 
Write (g, ?) = {(K,,, T,,), . . . , (K,,,, T,,,)> and (6, 5) = {(a,,, a,,,), . ) (@ji,, 8l,)>. 
By Proposition 2.3, to show that 9(T, p) forms a standard basis for I,,, it is 
necessary to show that all pairs of form (4.1) are divisible by F(T, p) under the 
given order. The rest of the section will be devoted to proving this. 
Case I: a = 1. In this case, we have the following result. 
Proposition 4.2. When a = 1, pair(Au,,, A,.,) is divisible by 4(T, p). In fact, 
SYZ(A<,. A) A, .) is in the submodule generated by linear relations. . 
Proof. Since pair(A,,, , AK,,) involves a minor of rank at most p + 1, we have the 
following three subcases. 
Subcuse I: K, < crA, T, < ak. In the following, a computation in general will be 
given followed by an example. 
Let T be a square matrix of size p + 1 having the following block form, 
A B C 
[ 1 DE F, (4.2) GNU 
where A is a submatrix of size (k - 1) x k, B of size (k - 1) x (I - k), D of size 
(I - k) X k, and xkk lies in the upper right corner of D and x,, in the upper right 
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corner of H. Without loss of generality, consider the pair 
pair(&, a”,,> = G&k - -A, (4.3) 
The following polynomials will be added to the above pair by the division 
process, 
sgn(i, i)xij', 3 
where (i, j) E Y’([D F]), and 
-sgn(i, j)x,,&,  
where (i, j) E Y’([ ,“,I). 
The order of xdijj is determined by the following: below the diagonal, each 
right column has higher order, and in each column, the order goes from up to 
down; above the diagonal, each lower row has higher order, and in each row, the 
order goes from left to right. Moreover, for each j, the part of the jth column 
below the diagonal has higher order than the part of the jth row above the 
diagonal. So, the part of the Zth column below the diagonal is first inserted into 
the given pair, then the (I - 1)st column, then the (1- 1)st row, then the (1- 2)th 
column, then the (1- 2)th row, etc. Only the part that is contained in the blocks 
B, D, F, and H is considered, and is done column-wise below the diagonal, and 
row-wise above the diagonal. 
A detailed computation for the eligibility of the above algorithm will be carried 
out in this case. Other cases can be similarly dealt with. 
At first, the result of the above computation is 
c sw(k ibr,,ii,, - C sw(L i>x,.,&.j . (4.4) 
(r.,)C/‘([D F]) (i./)E’i’([;l) 
This is the relation of (2) of Lemma 3.1. So, the division terminates. 
To complete the proof, it must be shown that the choices of the form xj,ilj in 
the above are eligible, i.e., they are the current leading terms. In the following, a 
computation will be carried out for (i, j) E Y’(H). Other cases can be similarly 
dealt with. 
With such chosen (i, j), the above process ends up at 
x&g,+-v,-1/2, (4.5) 
where 
p + I t-1 
u = C C sgn(s, f)x,,& , 
r=/+l .s=j+l 
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We want to show that 
% = sgn(i, j)x,, in(A,j) 
is the new leading term. 
It is easy to see that all the monomials that are greater than ‘Y;, in (4.5) are 
contained in the following polynomials defined on T, 
where a={1 ,..., s} and 13=(l)..., j-1, j+l,... ,s, j}, and jssii-1. 
Denote i,,e by q . 
For any s as specified above, there are two possibilities: 




U.H 0 + t: C sgnk, Our, - 
r=/+ I r=1+s+ I 
,’ + I 





by Lemma 3.1, substituting this back into (4.6), we have 
since C fT,‘+, sgn(u, f)x,,,ouI is the expansion of q along the (1- s)th column. 
(ii) 15 j + s 5 i - 1. In this case, the terms containing x,,@ are: 
x,,H[sgn(s)o - sgn(s)o] = 0 
Now, since czjj is the only term contained in (4.5), it is therefore the new leading 
term. 
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Example. Let 
Consider 
pair(i,,  a”,,> = %2i22 - x44244 
The following polynomials are added to the above pair in the order of sequence 
according to the algorithm discussed previously: xs4A,,, x~~A,,, -xs3A,,, x35A3s, 
-x32A32, -x2sA2s> -x2,A2,, x3lA,,> -x,3&7 x,4A,4. 
It can be checked directly that the leading term of each polynomial listed above 
is the current leading term (c.1.t.) so that the choices are correct and the result is 
-x2J2, + x22&2 - x25&5 + x,4&4 - x44i44 + x54&4 
+ x3,23, - ‘32’32 + x3Sd”3, - $,a”,, + x43i43 -x53& . 
Subcase II: ~~ < a,, T, = Ok. In this case, L,,,? and iK,, may be assumed to be 
defined from the matrix 
(4.7) 
where k < I, by taking the p-minors obtained from deleting the kth row and the 
Zth row, respectively. T is used to denote the augmented matrix of T by atta_ching 
the kth column of T after the last column of T, and a”, is used to denote A,,,,, , 
i.e., the determinant defined by the submatrix of T with the kth row deleted. 
It is not hard to see that II - kl = 1. We may assume that I= k + 1, so that 
pair(L 4+d = +A - G+~,A+~ . (43) 
With a similar discussion as in subcase I, a type II linear relation can be 
produced starting from (4.8) as follows: adding sgn(i, k)x,,,& in the following 
order: when i < k, the process goes as i decreases; when i > k + 1, the process 
goes as i increases. 
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(a) k is odd, sgn(i, k) = sgn(i, 1); 
(b) k is even, sgn(i, k) = sgn(i). 
(4.8) will contribute one more sign to sgn(i). So, in both cases, we have 
(4.8) + c sgn(i, k).xi,k& = sgn(1, k). (a type II linear relation) . 
r#k.k+l 
Subcase III: K, < ax, T, > $fk. If k < i, then flk < a,, and fik < 19,. Since (K,, T,) 
and (ck, 19~) is the only pair of index at where the two diagonals differ, there is a 
u 5 i so that (a,, 0,) = (K,,, T,,) and hence a, < a, = K,, < K,, which contradicts the 
hypothesis that K; < a,. So, k 2 i. Similarly, i 2 k. Hence, i = k. From this, the 
two minors may be assumed to be defined from the square matrix T of size p + 1 
with the block form 
A B L 1 C D ’ (4.9) 
where A is a submatrix of size k x k, by taking the co-minors of x~,~+ 1and x~+,,~, 
respectively (x~,~+ I lies in the lower left corner of B, and x~+,,~ lies in the upper 
right corner of C), and the considered pair therefore takes the form 
pair(‘k.k+,? ~k+l.k)=Xk.k+lLk,k+l -Xk+l,k’k+I.k 
The division proceeds as follows: starting from the above pair: adding the 
polynomials of the form 
for (i, j) E Y’(C) and 
-sgn(i, ijxfjiL, 
for (i, i) E Y’(B), where the process starts from (k + 2, k) and continues with 
(i, k) for i = k + 3,. . . , p + 1, and then (k, i) for i = k + 2, . . , p + 1, and 
(i, k - 1) for i = k + 1, . . ,p+l,and(k-l,i)fori=k+l,..., p+l,andso 
on. In other words, the part (in terms of the indices of x,,) of the jth column in Ce 
and the part of the jth row in B are joined to the pair in an alternating way, for 
j=k, k-l,. . . > 1. 
The division stops at i = 1 since the result is the relation of (1) in Lemma 3.1. 
The proof of the eligibility of the process is similar to that in subcase I. 
Example. Let 
T= 
XII Xl2 Xl3 x14 XlS 
X21 %? x23 x24 X25 
X31 X32 x33 x34 X35 
X41 x42 X43 x44 X45 
X51 X52 x53 x54 X55 
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Consider 
According to the process, the following polynomials are added to the above 
pair in the order of the sequence: X~~&, -xs2&, -xZ4&,, xZsd”zs, xX,i,,, 
-x4,Al,, xs,A,,, -x1&, x~~A,,, -xlsA,,, and the result is 
This is the relation of (1) of Lemma 3.1 defined on T. 0 
Now, consider the pair (4.1), for a > 1, where K,~, < cr ,,,, T,,, > a,,, for u = 
1,. . ,a, and j,<..,<j, and i,<... < i, are consecutive, respectively, 
Recall Section 3, and consider the following matrix, 
P 4 Es 
T= E, Q 4 , 
[ 1 (4.10) E, 6 w 
where P is a submatrix of size r X s, Q of b x c, the size of T is assumed to be 
(p + Y - I) X (p + s - I) (i.e., m=p+r-1, n=p+s-l), b+r=p-k+l= 
c + s, where 11 Is k <p, and a = p - k. The notations M and N will be the 
blocks of T in the upper right corner containing Q and that in the lower left 
corner containing Q, respectively, as defined in Section 3. YLmk(M) and Y:-“(N) 
are also as defined there. The following relation on the p-minors defined on T was 
shown in Proposition 3.3: 
Some temporary notations are needed to proceed. The lexicographical order 
will be assumed on the t-tuples of integers in the following context. If (T E XL, we 
use & to denote an ordered set such that & = v as a set and is obtained from v by 
a permutation on the indices of elements of V. If a,y E XL, we compare 6 and + 
in the following way: let 77 be the permutation that identifies & from (T, and 8 that 
identifies 9 from y. Then & > T whenever either 7 > 0 or n = 0 and u > y. This is 
called the lexicographical order between 6 and 9. 
Now, we are ready to see how to do the division for the pair (4.1) as specified 
before this preparation. 
Without loss of generality, we may consider the pair of type (4.1) defined on T 
as follows: 
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Let ((T, f3) E Y;-‘(M) be the element that (T extends the row indices of Q to 
the up by p - k - b rows next to Q, consecutively, and f3 extends the column 
indices of Q to the right by p - k - c columns next to Q, consecutively. Let 
A, = &.O. Similarly, let (7, K) E .Yimk(N) be the element obtained from extending 
the rows and the columns of Q, next to Q, in southwest direction, and let 
A, = ST,, . Then 
(4.12) 
In the following, a scheme for the division algorithm starting from this pair will 
be given followed by an example. 
Divide YLPk (N) (q”(M), respectively) into 1 + 1 disjoint subsets, denoted 
by C,,. . . 3 C,,, CR,,. . . ,f$+,, respectively) so that if (T, K) E c,, then K, = 
f+2-i((a,8)~R,~~,=Z+2-i).Let(C,I=c~,IR,I=r,.Itcanbecomputed 
that c, = c~I:‘~~‘c:‘:~” and ri = c:I:‘~-*c:‘f-” for 15 i 5 1+ 1. Reverse order 
each Ci (R,) according to the second (the first) components, i.e., if (T,, K,), 
(72. K2)E c,, (T,r K,)>(72, K~) if K, < K~ under the given order on K’S (R, is 
accordingly ordered). 
For example, (T,, , K,,) = (T, K), and (a,, , O,,) = (CT, O), the index sets for x,, 
and x, H , in the starting pair of (4.12). Now, the division proceeds as described in 
the following two steps: 
Step I. Let i=l. 
The following polynomials will be added into the pair according to the scheme, 
sgn( A ‘+~,x&.K (4.13) 
and 
-w-h BLAB.. 3 (4.14) 
where the fi.,; will be as specified by the following context, and vary increasingly 
according to the lexicographical order. 
(1) The division starts by adding the polynomials of form (4.13) for all 
( p, K) E C, and fi that fixes at least the first b elements of p. Then go to the next 
step. 
(2) Let .PZ, be the subset of R, so that if (a, 0) E R,, then (a, 6) E & 
whenever 13 and 6 share the first p - k - w components, here w ranges in 
(1,. . . , b - l}. 
Now,foreachw=l,..., b - 1, the following are executed: 
(i) The polynomials of form (4.14) are added for all (u, V) E &, and all i, that 
fixes at least the first p - k - w elements of V. 
(ii) The polynomials of form (4.13) are added for all (p, K) E C, and all fi that 
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fixes exactly the first b - w elements of j.~ for each above Jo upon the completion 
of the previous step. When this step is completed, the process is repeated for the 
next w. 
(3) Now, the process continues by adding 
(i) the polynomials of form (4.13) for all (j_~, K) E C, and all fi with no 
element of j_~ fixed, 
(ii) the polynomials of form (4.14) for all (a, V) E R,\U~L: d,. and all i, for 
each such V. 
Since 
c w( fib,,, = w( p)A,,K , 
(4.15) 
c %n(k,; = w(~)A,,. , 
where the sums are over all fi and all 6. So, the collective result of the first step is 
The sum of the terms containing the product of x,, for i = 1, . . . , I is of the above 
form times the given product. Hence, these terms cancel out since the above form 
is the relation of form (4.11) defined on the matrix T with the first 1 rows and 
columns removed. 
Now, the division process turns to the second step: 
Step II. For i = 2, . . , 1+ 1, the following procedure is carried out: 
(1) If i = 2, the following is done to the reduced pair having the first step done. 
Otherwise, the following is done to the reduced pair having (2) of the following 
done. 
For j = 1, . , c,, add the following polynomials to the reduced pair, 
where fi varies increasingly for the fixed (i, j) according to the lexicographical 
order and ( j.~, K~,) E Ci. 
(2) Forj=l,. . . , Y;, add the following polynomials to the reduced pair having 
the previous (1) done, 
where c varies increasingly for the fixed (i, j) according to the lexicographical 
order and (a,,, V) E R,. 
Since c w(fib,,,, and c sgn(4x,,,; where the sums are taken over all 
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permutations on the indices of elements of fixed Al. and V, have the similar form as 
shown in the right-hand side of (4.15), the collective result of (1) and (2), for 
each fixed i, ends up at the relation of form (4.11) defined on the matrix T with 
the first 1-t 1 - i rows and columns deleted, and these are the terms containing 
the leading term of the minor defined by the upper left corner block of size 
I + 1 - i. Hence, the process is executed for the next i. Finally, the division stops 
at i = I + 1 since the reduced pair is precisely the relation (4.11). 
Example. Let 
Let Q = (x,,), M the submatrix in the upper right corner of T containing Q in 
its lower left corner, and N the submatrix in the lower left corner of T containing 
Q in its upper right corner. Let p = 4. Since r = s = 2, 1= 1, and r - I= 1 = s - 1. 
Since b = c = 1, k = 2, and 
disjoint subsets C, ,C, and 
consists of two elements. 
C, , C,, R, , R, are listed 
p - k = 2. Now, .9’;(N) and Y:(M) each has two 
R, , R?, respectively, where each of these four sets 
as follows: 
c, = {((34), (23)). ((35), (23))) , 4 = {((23), (34)), ((23), (35))) , 
c2 = {((34), (13)), ((35, (13))) > R2 = {((13), (34))> ((13) (35))) . 
The starting pair is 
The polynomials that are added to the above pair in the first step are (in the 
order of the sequence): 
-1234 
x32x53* 1345 ) -x2& :;;; 3 x33x42d” ::::: ) 
-h3xs2~ E 7 -x2d::~i: ) x2sd :::: 
Now, the above result is 
A;;&;;: - A;;lii ;;;; - *;;a” ;;;; + *;;a” ;;;; . 
The sum of terms containing x,, in the above is 
(4.16) 
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This is the relation of form (4.11) defined on T with the first row and the first 
column removed. 
Now, the polynomials 
order of the sequence): 
that are added into (4.16) in the second step are (in the 
The result of the computation is 
This is the relation of form (4.11) defined on T with the given parameters. 
Hence, the division completes. 
This procedure gives the following: 
Proposition 4.3. (4.12) is divisible by F(T, p). In fact ~~~(4.12) is the relation 
(4.11) defined on T. 0 
Now, we consider the general case of (4.1). The idea is to show that the 
previous considered pairs are enough. 
Proposition 4.4. Let A,,,, , AK,7 be two p-minors and the pair (A,,, , A,,,) be defined 
by (4.1). Then there are a number of p-minors A,, . . . , A,z so that if A,, = A,r,A, and 
A II + I = AK.71 and exp(A,)=c,, Osiln+l, then 
(1) l.c.m.(c,,, , c,,+,) = l.c.m.(c,,, c,,+,), 
(2) pair(A,, A,_,) is off orm either in Proposition 4.2 or Proposition 4.3. In 
particular, pair(A,, A,+, ) is divisible by F( T, p) for i = 0, . . , n. 
Proof. Induct on a. 
If a = 1, the result follows from Proposition 4.2. So, we may assume a > 1. 
Let d,, = (a,,, - ~,,,)(a~~, - 7, ), for u = 1, . . . , a. 
Case 1: d,,<O for all CL=:, . . . , a. There are two subcases in this case. 
Subcase 1: v,,, < K;,,, I??,,, > T,,, for all 1 5 u 5 a. Again, there are two possibilities. 
(1) j, <... <j, are consecutive. In this case, i, = j, for all 1~ t 5 a. 
In fact, if not, let u’ be the first index so that i, Zj,. Assume i,,. <j,.. Then 
there must be k,l so that i,,. < l,k < j,,. and ffk = K,, and Gk = T,. But then 
K,,,, < K/ = vk < g ,,,, 7 
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contradiction. Symmetrically j,,. YE i,. . As a consequence of this observation, 
i, <. . . < i, must also be consecutive. Now, this case belongs to Proposition 4.3. 
(2) j, <.. . <j, are not consecutive. Let u’ be the first index where j,, . . , j, 
fails to be consecutive. A similar argument as in (l), U’ must also be the first 
index where i,, . . , i, fails being consecutive and i, = j, for all 1 I t 5 u’. Hence, 
take A, = A,,, so that 
Sk = 
a, if14k5jU,-l, 19, if1415jU.-1, 
Kk if j,, sksp, 
7, = 
T/ if j uSS15p, 
where i,. = j,,, (in fact, it is easy to see that i,, = j,, for all 1 5 u 5 a). For this 
choice of A,, it is easy to verify the following equality, 
l.c.m.(c,,, c,, c2) = l.c.m.(c,,, c2) 
and pair(A,,, A,) belongs to the case of Proposition 4.3, hence is divisible by 
p-minors. Now, pair(A,, A,) has lower a value, the induction hypothesis assumes 
the existence of A’s with the desired properties. 
Subcase 2: There exists U’ so that K;,,, < (T ,,,,, 6 ,,,, < T,,,, but not for all u E 
(1,. . . > a}. Let u’ be the smallest index such that 
By a similar analysis as in (2), subcase 1, we may assume i,,. = j,,, irr.+l = jus+,. 
In this case, j,,. and jU,+, may be assumed to be consecutive, so the current 
situation looks like 
0 
0 
So, let A, = A,,v, where 
Sk = 
uk iflsksj,. , 19, if 15 19 j,,, , 
~~ if j,,,+lsksp, rl/ = 7, if ju8+141Sp, 
and induction will work out on pair(A,,, A,) and pair(A,, A,), respectively. 
Case 2: d, = 0 for some U. Let U’ be the smallest such index. We may assume 
that a],,, = Kit,, but rYil,, < T,,,,. If j,, # i,,, , say j,, < i,. , then for any j,,. < u 5 i,,, , it 
must be true that 
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This is impossible since vji,, = KIu,. Similarly, j,, < i,, . Hence, j,,, = i,, . NOW, take 
A, = A, ~, where 
6, = 
1 
a, iflskkjj,. , 
K~ if jU,+l~k~p, 711 = i 
19, ifl~l~j,. , 
71 if j,, + lslsp, 
and pair(A,,, A,) and pair(A,, A*) will have smaller a values, so that the induction 
will work out. 
Case 3: d,, > 0 for some U. Let U’ be the smallest such index. Assume a,,,, > K~,,, 
and Fuji,,, > T,,,,. By the definition of u’, for any u < u’, j, = i,, by previous considera- 
tions. 
If i,. = j,. , let A, = A,,, , where 
if lsksi,, , 
if i,,. + 1 5 k 5 p , 
r/ iflslsi,. 
8, ifi,,.+lslLp; 
then induction will work out on pair(A,,, A,) and pair(A, , A,), respectively. 
If i,, <j,,, and if j,. = i,. + 1, the same form of A, as above will do. So, assume 
that i,. <j,, - 1. We claim that there is at least one u so that i,,. < u < j,, and 
u” = K,, a”;=~,. Suppose not, i,,+l,..., j,,-1 will be a subset of 
ii,, . . . , j,,,-,}. However, {j,, . . . , j,,_,} = {i,, . , i,,_,}. Thus j,. = i,., a 
contradiction. Now, let u be such chosen, so that the choice of A, = As,v, where 
6, = 
~~ iflsksu, 7/ iflzlsu, 
o, ifv-tl~k~p, 0, ifu+l<lsp, 
is as desired. 
If j,, < i,, , then since 
there must be U,U so that u E { 1, . . . , i,.}\{ i,, . . . , i,,}, u E { j,,, + 1, . . . , p}\ 
{j uc+l,. . , i,) and (K,,, 7,) = (g”,, I%,>. But 
This is a contradiction. Hence, i,, 5 j,. . 
Now, the proof is complete. q 
Now, Theorem 4.1 follows from Propositions 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 2.3,2.4, and 2.5. 0 
5. The first syzygies of determinantal ideals 
The main result of this section is the following theorem: 
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Theorem 5.1. The linear relations generate the first syzygies of the ideal generated 
by p-minors defined on the generic matrix of the polynomial ring Z[x,, , . . . , x,,,,]. 
The outline of the proof. From the theory developed in Section 1, the first 
syzygies of the ideal generated by p-minors are {syz(A,, Al): (A,, A,) is a pair of 
different p-minors defined on T}. By Proposition 4.4, it is enough to just consider 
those pairs of A, ,A2’s studied in Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, so that the first syzygies 
are the linear relations and the relations given in Proposition 3.3. It therefore 
boils down to showing that the latter one can be generated by linear relations. 
The rest of the section will be devoted to this. 
The following result will be used. 
Lemma 5.2. Any determinantal relation defined in Section 1 can be generated by 
linear relations. 
Proof. Consider the type I relations first. The proof is by induction on m, the size 
of minors. It is clear when m = 1. So, a larger m is assumed. 
By moving the rows and the columns around, we may consider the following 
type I relation: let T be a square matrix of size p + m having the block form 
[ $ i ], where A is a p X p submatrix, and 
4 = 2 sgn@ P)&&,, - c sgn(p, +,,,_&,, 3 
fltJc;:1+,,, ~tJ~;+,,, 
where p = {p + 1, . . . , p + m}, i.e., the type I relation defined by the last m 
rows and the last m columns of T. For each a,0 E Xl,:l+,,,, expand A,,, and Al, rr 
along the last column and the last row, respectively, and put these expansions into 
q so the two parts of q are the sum of terms of the form 
and 
sgn(y, m, 6 p)x,, I .,‘+,?I &&LI1 
where & m is the co-minor of xH ,,+,‘, in the expansion of A,,,, and a”,,, is the 
co-minor of AH.(> in the matrix ?; and a”,,,,; is the co-minor of x,,+~,~,~_ in the 
expansion of A,,,, and &, rr is the co-minor of A,_ in the matrix T. Reorganize 4 
in terms of x, p+,n and x,,+~ j ‘s to have q = U + V + W, where 
I’ p+,n 
u = C sgn(s, m - ~)x~.,,+,,~a,., + C w(s - p> m)x.,.,,+I,2aS.2 ) 
r=l x=0+1 
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where if T,,; := the matrix of T with the sth row and the (p + m)th column 
deleted, for i = 1,2, then 
(1) If15s5p,thenu5, is the type I relation defined on the matrix T,,,, by the 
lastm-lcolumnsandtherowsof{p,...,p+m-2}, 
(2) If p + 1 I s 5 p + m, then u,,* is the type I relation defined on the matrix 
T,,, by the last m - 1 rows and the last m - 1 columns. 
So, U is generated by type I relations defined on T with smaller m value, so the 
induction will work out 
Now, 
V= ‘5 sgn(s -p, m)x ,.p+m*7 - “5 wk m - P)x~+,,,@~ , 
*=p+l 1=l 
where 
@, = C ssn(dm), e(z, t>)L~p,O j 
where T runs through XT+;,_, on the set { 1, . . . , p + m - l}, and 8 satisfies the 
condition that p + m$O’. Now, fixing such a 0, applying the sign lemma and 
collecting terms over all possible such 0, one gets 
where 
P+m 
0 = C s&s -P, ~)x,.,,+,~~~,~,~,~~,~ - 
s=p+l 
z, stYem> 4Xptm.0/Lz . 
Since q is a linear relation of type I defined on A,,, by the uth column and the 
last row, V vanishes. 
Now, 
P 
p + m 
W= C w(s, m - P)x.,,~+~ ? - C, w(m -P, tbptm,, F l 
7=1 t=I 
where 
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where T has the same meaning as in V, 0 E LX;+,,, so that p + m E t?‘, and 
pEX~,~istheset{p+l,...,p+m-1). 
Fix a T, for any u so that m 5 u <p + m, an element of XF,,, T[u], is obtained 
by inserting 7: into T and attaching p + m to the end of T' with T: deleted. z will 
be used to denote the index of T at where the T: is inserted. Now, collecting terms 
in W according to each fixed T to get 
where 
@ = E w6-44, 7 s, m - P)x,,~+,,&~,,~ , 
ptm-I 
@ = c w(iL dUl(z>, m -P, 7,)“,+,.,,.~,.,,“,(=, 3 
” = m 
where I; E XT+; _ , is obtained from deleting ~b+~ = p + m in I_L ‘. 
By pulling out the common signs attached to @ and 0, W can be rewritten as 
W= C sgn(?, fi)&+ 0, 
where 
where ? is obtained from T by attaching p + m to T'. 
Now, q is a linear relation among p-minors defined on A,,+ along the last row 
and the last column. The result is therefore true for the type I relations. 
A similar idea will work out for type II relations. The computation is much 
simpler. 0 
Recall Section 3. If T is an m x n matrix having block decomposition p 4 4 
T= E, Q E, 
[ 1 -% J% w 
where P is a submatrix of size Y x s, Q of size b x c with r + b = s + c and 
m + b = n + c, then let 
E, Q 
and N = E, E, L 1 
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and S;(M) and S;(N) are subsets of YCi@X: with the property that if 
(a, 0) E S;(M) (or E S;(N)), then A,., contains Q in the lower left corner (upper 
right corner, respectively), and the notation of the co-minor d”,,e is as defined 
there. 
As in Section 3, let 
be the augmented matrix of T as shown, and M’ and N’ the blocks of T obtained 
from M and N by interchanging the two columns and the two rows, respectively. 
With these notations, Proposition 3.3 showed the following relation 
c sgnb WL,,~,,, = c sgn(c, fW,.o~,,o (5.1) 
(rr,e)E.Y;(lV) (V,H)EYI;(M) 
on T. 
In the following, it will be shown that the above relation is generated by linear 
relations defined on T as pointed out in the outline of the proof of the main result 
given in the beginning of this section. 
The proof is by the double induction on p and the size of Q. 
If Q is a null block, then by the statement after the proof of the Proposition 
3.3, the relation (5.1) is a relation proved by the Proposition 3.2, which, by the 
proof of the Proposition 3.2, is a type I relation minus a determinantal relation 
generated by relations of the type that is given in the Proposition 3.2 with smaller 
p values. Now, the proof for this case follows by Lemma 5.2 and the induction 
hypothesis. So, we may consider the case when Q is a non-null block. 
From the proof of the Proposition 3.3, (5.1) is equivalent to the following 
relation defined on F: 
c sgn(a, O)&,,&,., = c sgn(cT, O)&,&, (5.2) 
1 , 
(cr,B)EYP(N’) (aJ?)E.iPP(M’) 
By the proof of the above relation given in the Proposition 3.2, (5.2) is the 
difference of the following two relations: 
(1) Denote by U the block [ g fj ] in T, then 
c sgn(c K,&,,&,, = c 
(U,K)EYP([N cl]) (r3r)EYP([ M'l) L’ 
(5.3) 
(2) P = C pLll P,, where P, . 1s such a sum that if for any square sub-block of U 
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of size t, denoted by V,, let a,13 E YC;,, (=.7L’,+C) be the elements that index the 
rows and the columns of V,, then A, B is the determinant of V,. Let f, be the 
matrix T with the rows and the columns of V, removed, write T, as follows 
(5.4) 
where A = [& 2 1, and Mi, N:, U, are M’, N’ and U with the rows and the 
columns of V, removed, respectively. Let q ,,, be the type I relation defined on 
(5.4) by the blocks NU, = [N: U,] and MU, = [M: U,]’ with the minors of size 




Then /?, is the sum of the form 
for all the possible square sub-blocks of U described above. 
So, to show that (5.1) is generated by linear relations defined on T boils down 
to showing that the above two relations are generated by linear relations defined 
on T. The next two results will be on this. 
We may assume that r 5 s. 
Proposition 5.3. The relation (5.3) is generated by linear relations on T. 
Proof. It is not hard to see that only the terms in (5.3) with cplc+, = n + 1 are 
nonzero, so that (5.3) reduces to the sum over such (T. Hence, (5.3) may be 
considered as such sum. 
Write 
in the left-hand side of (5.3) and put this into (5.3) to get 
(5.5) 
Fix % = {K,, . . . , KI,_lr Ku+,, . . . , K,]}, and let u be the index so that p + 15 
U 5 n + C, and K, < K, < Ku+,, then sgn(rc) = sgn(u, u, C), where K” is obtained 
from shifting K, to the right spot in between K, and K,+~. Put this back to (5.5) 
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and sum over all such % to get 
n+< 
C sgn(a, G,c,,,.,cU, & sgn(k U)X,,,+h.,,,dn(p).;o) ) (5.6) 
where k=m+b-2p=n+c-2p. 
Now, there are three possibilities for {K”, . . , I;,_,}. Let 
(1) 5 < c - 1 or 5 2 c + 1. In this case, either dcr~P~,r;~V~ = 0 for all such %, or 
a 4/J).;(u) = 0, respectively. 
(2) 5 = c. In this case, the term inside the parentheses of (5.6) is a linear 
relation defined on A,,,. 
(3) 5 = c - 1. In this case, there must be p 5 u < u’ I n + c so that s + 15 
I;,, 5 s + c, y1 + 1 5 G[,, 5 II + c, and &, = &, + n - s. Now, for any u’ # u # u, 
so that the term inside the parentheses of (5.6) reduces to 
(5.7) 
Now, by the definition of X’s, X,,+h,K,, = X,,+h,C,,, = x,+~.~,,, and 
&*,j = sgn(u’, u, l)&i,,,++,, 
so that (5.7) vanishes. 
The right-hand side of (5.3) can be handled in the same way. 0 
We now show that the second relation, denoted by p, is generated by linear 
relations on T. From the definition of p, it is enough to show that those q ,,, can 
be generated by linear relations. Now, there are three cases in z,,,,. 
(1) {m+l,..., m+b}C{a ,,..., a,} and {n + 1,. . . ) n + c} c 
(0,) . . , 4). Then q,,, is a type I relation defined on a submatrix of T and hence 
is reducible to linear relations by Lemma 5.2. 
(2) {m=l,..., m+b}n{a ,,..., a,}=0 and {Pz + 1,. . . ) Iz + c} n 
{O,, . . . , 13,) = 0. Then there are again two types of o,.,. 
Type I: p - t = 6. In this case, •<,,~ is either generated by type II relations 
defined on a submatrix of T when c < b, or vanishes when b = c, because q ,., is a 
difference of the same thing. 
Type II: p - t > b. In this case, q ,, is a relation of type (5.1) for a smaller p 
value and the same size of Q. So, iterating the process will eventually reduce the 
size of Q. 
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(3) Neither case (1) nor case (2). In this case, the size of Q and the p value 
both are smaller so that the induction will work out. 
Summarizing the above, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 5.4. The relation p is generated by linear relations defined on the 
matrix T. 0 
Now, by the earlier discussion, we have the following result: 
Proposition 5.5. The relation (5.1) is generated by linear relations. 0 
Now, Theorem 5.1 follows from Proposition 5.5 Cl 
6. Syzygies of determinantal ideals in the general case and the second 
Betti number 
In this section, the result of Theorem 5.1 will be extended to the polynomial 
ring with arbitrary commutative coefficient ring. 
Let A be a commutative ring with 1. Let R = Z[x,,, . . , x,,,], S = 
4x,,) . 1 x,m 1. An R-module structure on S is induced from the Z-module 
structure on A. 
The following result is useful: 
Lemma 6.1. ZfM=(g,, . . , g,y) as R-module, then N = S CQK M is generated by 
{ 1 BR g,, . . . , 1 BR g,} as S-module. Furthermore, if g,, . . , g, form a standard 
basis for M, then 1 BR g,, . , 1 6DR g, also form a standard basis for N. 
Proof. The proof is to write the canonical generators of N, i.e., elements of the 
form aBRrn, where aEA, and mEM, in terms of {l@,g,,. . .,l@,g,,}. 
The second statement can be checked directly from the definition. 0 
I,‘, will be used for the ideal of R generated by p-minors of T, and I,, that of S. 
The following main result now follows: 
Theorem 6.2. The linear relations generate the first syzygy module of I,. 
Proof. The proof follows from the facts that M = R/Z; is a free abelian group and 
hence if F.+ M is a free resolution, then it is split exact, and therefore 
A @Jh F.-+ N is exact. Now, use the previous lemma and the natural isomorphism 
of A gp F. z S @QR F. to deduce the result. 0 
The set of linear relations is by no means a minimal generating set for the first 
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syzygy module of I,,. If W is a (P + 1) x (p + 1) submatrix of T, then 0: will be 
denoting the linear relation defined on W from taking the difference of expansions 
of det( W) along the kth row and the Zth column of W. Let S(T) be the set of all 
such relations of P-minors of T. 
From the definition, it is easy to see the following relations 
R y = @$I + (flp,‘J - fjpw++lq (6.1) 
for 15 k,l sp + 1. Hence, those 0: withl~k~p,2~1~p+lareredundant 
and may be discarded from S(T). 
On the other hand, the following relations can be checked directly from the 
definition of the n’s: 
(6.2) 
Using fly = fiki + (fl$,+l.k - C!k+‘.‘) for k = 2,. . . , p, (6.2) may be written as 
i.e., 
y (f$’ + ,np,“.“) = (P + l)fipw’J . 
k=l 
Hence, at least one more member of S(T) may be discarded, say fl&+‘.‘+‘. So, 
there are only 2p elements left in the refined generating set with respect to W. 
Since there are c~+,c~+, square submatrices of size p + 1, there are at most 
2Pc;+‘c;+’ type I linear relations remained in the refined generating set. 
On the other hand, for each selected p X (p + 1)-submatrix (or ( p + 1) X p), 
precisely p type II linear relations can be defined on it, so that the total number of 
type II linear relations defined on T is p(cTcitl + c~+,c~). 
Now, the upper bound for a minimal generating set for the first syzygy module 
of Z, is 
where CY~ n = (n + l)(m - p) + (m + l)(n - p). 
In the following, we will show that B, is the second Betti number of Z,. 
First we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 6.3. The second Betti number is independent of characteristic. 0 
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In the exact sequence 
where (Y sends each t?, to a minor so that if i <j, exp(a(F,)) > exp(cu(E,)). Now 
assign each 2, the grade p. Then the previous results show that ker(a) is 
homogeneous. Since the grade p + 1 piece of F, is a free abelian group generated 
by the forms {x,,e,: lzism, lsjsn; l~ksI9(T,p)l}, a proper choice of 
the refined generating set for ker(a) will give the proof of the following corollary: 
Corollary 6.4. B2 is the second Betti number of I,,. 
Proof. If W is a ( p + 1) x ( p + 1) submatrix, choose R h’, . , fl ;“+I, Of,f, 
. . ) q, p . It is straightforward to check that such a choice precisely contains all 
the leading terms on filly’s defined on W. 
Let Bas, = the set of all type I relations selected as above; Bas, = the set of all 
type II relations; Bas = Bas, U Bas,. Then Bas is a Z-linearly independent set 
because it is a subset of the p + 1 piece of F, as free abelian group. Therefore, the 
result follows. 0 
Another way to prove this fact is as follows. 
It is clear that the linear relations are the elements of the kernel of the 
epimorphism of free abelian groups 
where the subscript denotes the graded component. The kernel of this map has to 
be a free subgroup of rank rank(R, @(I,,),) - rank((l,,),>+,). Now, an easy 
calculation can be carried out to reach the answer. 
Example. Consider the 3 X 3 matrix 




-51 X32 X33 
Bas= {&I, &2, f)13 022 
} U {all 12 type II relations}. 
7. Closing statement 
Starting from the linear relations, one can compute the second syzygies of Z,,. 
The author plans to make such a study in a subsequent paper. 
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